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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this paper is to prove the following characterization of the invert-
ible elements of the Green ring of a p-elementary Abelian group. Let G = (ffi/p)m, and
let K be an algebraically closed field of characteristic p. Suppose M is a. finitely generated
indecomposable fcG-module and let N be a JfcG-module such that M ®i, JV is stably isc-
morphic to k (with the trivial G-action). Then M is fcG-isomorphic to a Heller module
(i"{k),n € 71. In particular, we recover a theorem of E. Dade [D] on the characterization
of endo-trivial modules as a corollary. If Endk(M) 3! k<& Free and Id is indecomposable,
then M & fl"(*) for some n € TL.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Let G be a finite group whose order is divisible by a prime p, and let fc be a field

of characteristic p. The Grothendieck group of isomorphism classes of indecomposable

fcG-modules forms a ring under the tensor product of fcG-modules with the diagonal

G-action (here the sum is induced by a direct sum of modules). This ia known as the

Green ring of kG. The p-rank of G is defined as rky(G) » Max{n : G 2 (ffi/p)"}.

It is well-known that if rk,,(G) > 2, there are infinitely many isomorphisms classes of

indecomposable fcG-modules, and their classification is an extremely difficult problem.

Consequently, an extensive effort has been made to classify special classes of fcG-modules,

and to study specific properties of the Green rings. At present, the known results on

complete classification concern p — 2 and rfcjfG) = 2 (and for p > 2, rkp(G) < 1). See

[CR[ for a survey of the known results and an extensive bibliography on related problems.

The most comprehensive and general result in this direction is E. Dade's classi-
fication of endo-permutation modules for Abelian p-groups in his fundamental and well-
known 1978 papers [D]. The key step is the description of the special class of endo-trivial
fcG-modules when G s (ffi/p)m in terms of the Heller modules (i"{k),n e TL. A kG-

module M is called endo-trivial, if under the diagonal action, the endomorphism module
Endk(M) is stably fc(?-isomorphic to k. Such modules play an important role in the repre-
sentation theory as observed by Dade and by J. Alperin (who had called them "invertible"
because of their properties in the Green ring). The isomorphism

Endk{M) = Hom^M, k) ®t M shows that an endo-trivial module is invertible in the
Green ring. Recall that M is invertible if there exists a kG module JV such that M ®k N

is stably isomarphic to k.

In this paper, we use methods of group cohomology and algebraic geometry to
determine the structure of the invertible elements in the Green ring. As a corollary, we
obtain an entirely different and shorther proof of Dade's theorem. Unlike the representa-
tion theoretic proof of Dade which relies on a number of delicate and ingenious algebraic
computations, we consider a geometric approach. Briefly, to a AG-module M we associate
a coherent sheaf of modules over an appropriate "projective scheme over k". Units in the
Green ring are shown to correspond to line bundles (or equivalently invertible sheaves).
Finally, the Heller modules tV(k), n^H under this correspondence exhaust all such line
bundles. Since isomorphic line bundles are shown to correspond to stably isomorphic kG-

modules, we conclude that the invertible elements of the Green ring are precisely the Heller
modules {fT(Jt) : n e ffi}.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we discuss some preliminary
background from group cohomology and algebraic geometry. The basic step is to apply a
scheme-theoretic construction to the group cohomology in the context of graded modules
over graded rings. The main result is Theorem 2.1 characterizing stable fcG-isomorphbm



classes ol me Heller modules ii"(fc) as those modules whose associated coherent sheaves
are invertible. In Section 3, we prove the main theorem of this paper.

Remark We have assumed that the field k is algebraically closed only for convenience
during the algebro-georaetric discussion. The reader may verify that the arguments are
valid for any field.

2. PRELIM MARIES

Throughout this section, G denotes a finite group (and eventually a p^elementary
Abelian group) and k is a field of characteristic p. All fcG-modules are assumed to be
finitely generated. For any fcG-module M, let PM and QM denote the projective cover
and injective hull of M, respectively. We define the fl operator of Heller and Eckmann-
Hilton as follows (cf. [Hr], [EH] for more details). Consider the exact sequences 0 —» M —•
QM —> JVi —• 0 and 0 —• JV2 —* Psi —> M —» 0. An application of Schanuel's Lemma
and the Krull-Schmidt-Azumaya Theorem {cf. Curtis-Reiner [CR]) shows that Ni and
iV2 are well-defined up to isomorphism. We set flM = JV2 and (l~lM = Nlt and define
fl"M = ii[Ci'i-lM) by iteration. Thus, for each n e E . f T M is well-defined. We call
these "the Heller modules", in particular when M = k.

Next, we may use f!-operators to provide a useful interpretation of cohomology.
Namely, consider the diagonal action of G on Homk(M, N) for given fcG-modules M and

Ar, so that for g € G, / e Homk(M, N) we set (g, f) -» f and f'[s) "='' g • f{gl • x). Let

v = £ g be the norm element in kG. The elements in v • Homk[M,N) =
ye.a

Image [v : Hom^(M,N) —» Homh(M. N)} are those homomorphisms f : M -* N such
that / factors through a projective fcG-module P, Le. the following triangle commutes:

\
M N

Moreover, Homk{M, JV)*7 = Homa(M,N). Thus, the Tate cohomology
H°{G,Homk(MtN})d=Homk{M,N)G/uHomk(M,N) 3 HomG{M,N)jvHomk{M,N)
= (the set of equivalence classes of G-homomorphisma modulo those which factor through
projectives). By dimension shifting, we obtain H°(G, Homk(ii

nM, N)) ^ (the set of equiv-
alence classes of G-homomorphisms C M —• N modulo those which factor through pro-
jectives). Specializing to N = k (with the trivial G-action), we obtain the useful isomor-
phisms: 6"{G; M) s H°{G; Q-"M) = ft°(G; Homk{Q"M, k))
s HomG{n"M, k)/vHomk{HaM, k). Thus, any cohomology class 1 € H"(G; M) is repre-
sented by a G-homomorphism / : UnM —> k. The dual homomorphbm f : k —* n~"Af =
Hom{nnM, k) has the property that ft(id) = x, where / ; : H°(G;k) -» H°(G;tt~nM) a

H"(G; M) and id € H°(G\ fc) is represented by the identity fc -* Jfe. See [EH], [Hr] as well
as [CE], [Bn] for further details and definitions in group cohomology.

We review some notation and background from algebraic geometry which will be
used in the sequel. The standard references for these are Grothendieck-Dieudonne' EG AI
jGD] and Hartshorne [H|. Let R = ® ft be a graded commutative fc-algebra which is

generated over fc by a finite subset of Ri- Then, the set of homogeneous prime ideals of R
which do not contain the ideal it+ = ffi Ri (endowed with the Zariski topology) is denoted

by Proj(R). For simplicity of notation, let X = Proj(R). The corresponding structure
sheaf of rings over X is denoted by Ox- To any graded finitely generated iJ-module
M = ffi Mi, one associates the coherent sheaf X" which is an Ox~niodule whose stalk at

the prime ideal p € Proj(R) is the homogeneous localization M(v). In particular, the R-
modules Rtn) defined by "translation by n" R(n) •» © R(n}<, R{n), = Rn-n correspond

to the twisted sheaves of Ox-modules 0x(n)- The sheaf 0x(l) is Serre's twisting sheaf,
and the translations of any ii-module M corresponds to the corresponding twisting of
X", i.e. M(n)" s* W ®ox 0x(")- T n e Ox-modules 0x{") are locally free of rank
one and {0x(n) : n € E} forms as Abeliat group under tensor product operation (and
taking the dual Hom^^, Ox) t o describe >>.e inverse in the group). Consider the case
R = k[to,...,tn\ and X = Proj(R) = Pj^ = "the projective space over k". The group
of isomorphism classes of locally free rank one Ox-modules (in other words, the Picard
group of X) is well-known to be isomorphic to 2Z for X = IP£. The set {0x(") : n € ZZ}
describes the representatives for the Picard group Pic{B?k). The following theorem is the
key observation of this section:

Theorem 2.1

Let G be a p-elementary Abelian group of rank m + 1 > 2, and let fc be an
algebraically closed field of characteristic p. Let J be the radical of H'(G;k), and let
$(M) = H*(G\M)jJH*(G;M) be the graded module over the graded polynomial ring
R = H'(G;k)/J for any fcG-module M. We have one-to-one correspondences between
the following sets:
(i) The stable £G-isomorphism classes of fcG-modules M such that for some N € ffi and
all i > 0, there is an isomorphism: 8'(G;M) =s Hi+N{G;k).
(ii) The elements of the Pieard group P%c(X) = {0x(") : " £ E} for the projective
scheme X = IP^.
(iii) The stable isomorphism classes of Heller modules (fl"(fc) : n € 1L) over fcG. The
correspondence (i) +•+ (ii) is through class (M) —• #(M)~ and (iii) *-* (ii) through fi"(fc) -»

S Hl(G\k), and for
are exterior algebra

Proof Recall that for p = 2,H"(G;k) S k[ta,....tm], where
p > 2,H*{G, k) s k[to,...,tm\ ® A[uo,..., um], where Uj e



generators and U g H2(G\ k) are polynomial generators. At any rate, R = H"{G;k)/

J s* h\to tm]. For any fcG-module M, consider the graded ii-module
*(M) = H'{G; M)/JH'(G; M) and its associated 0jc-module *(M)~. Recall from EGAI
|GD] (or Hartshorne [H]) that two graded iJ-modules M and H' are eventually isomor-
phic (i.e. for t » 0, Mi = M'i) if and only if X~ S M,'" as Ox-modules. Thus, if M is
stably isonnorphLc to (!""(*), then £ '(G;M) ^ #"(G;tl""(fc)) ^ #1 +"(G; ifc), so that
*(M) b eventually isomorphic to R(n). Therefore, 9(M)~ is Ojc-isomorphic to 0x{t).

By the same argument, if for same stable isomorphic class of &G-modules class (M),

the associated Ox-module *(M)~ is Ox-isomorphism to 0x(n)i then $(Af) is eventu-
ally isomorphic to R(n). It remains to see that the latter eventual isomorphism implies
that #'(G;itf) 3 ftx+N(G;k) for some N G 2Z and aU » > 0. from the eventual iso
morphbm R(n)t s? #(M);, we obtain the eventual isomorphism Jfc 5< 9{tVM)i, since
Hi+n{G; WM) 3 #'(<?; M) = #'+"(G;Jt). Let p : (l"(M) -* k be a representative for a
cohomology class of Af such that the dual homomorphisra <p' : k —» fi~"(M) and its as-
sociated cohomology homomorphism <p\ : H'(G;k) -* H"(G; ii~"M) induces an eventual
isomorphism: H'(G;k)jJ -> H'{G;Q-n{M))/JH'(G; fi-"(M)) ~ $(M). The homo-
morphism <p \a surjective, and we have a short exact sequence 0 —> T —t Q"M A k —» 0, in
which, * ( r ) is eventually bomorphic to zero. But, according to Rim [R], a fcG-modute of
finite cohomologlcal dimension is kG-frtt, and such is the case for the fcG-module T. (See
the last paragraphs of the proof of Theorem 3.1 after Lemma 3.4.) Dualizing the above

exact sequence, we obtain the sequence 0 —* k^tU~nM —* T -+ 0 which splits since T b
kG-hee. Hence ti~"M is stably fcG-isomorphic to k, consequently, M is stably isomor-
phic to O"(fc) as desired. It follows that the correspondence class [M) -* *(Af)~ and in
particular, class (fi"(fc)) —• *(f)"(fc))~ sets up the one-to-one correspondence stated in
the theorem.

3. EMVEH.TIBLE ELEMENTS IN THE GREEN RING

In this section, we prove the main result of thb paper. We keep the notation and

hypotheses of Theorem 2.1. Recall that a fcG-module M b called invertible in the Green

ring if there exists a fcG-module N such that M ®fc N ^ k 9 {kGf for some t > 0. If if

b endo-trivial then we can take N to be Hom^M, k), so endo-trivial implies invertible.

Theorem 3.1 Let G be a p-etementary Abelian group, and suppose that M b an
invertible module in the Green ring of kG. Then for some I £ 7L, M is stably kG-

isomorphic to a Heller module ^(k). In particular, if M is indecomposable, then M

is JfcG-isomorphic to fl'(Jfc).

Proof According to Theorem 2.1, it suffices to show that jJ'(G;M) =s &i+N(G\k)

for some N € E and for all« >• 0; or equivalently, the associated coherent sheaf *(Af)~

over 1P£ (where rk^G) = n + l) is locally free of rank one. We will need a few auxiliary

results. The following is perhaps folklore. Recall that all fcG-modules are assumed to be

finitely generated. Rirther, all tensor products are over k unless otherwise indicated.

Proposition 3.2 Let Mi and M2 be fcG-modules and consider the associated

k[G x G]-module Mx ® M2. Then ff"(G x G; Ux ® M2) s H'(G; M,) ® H'(G; M2) as

H' (GxG; fc)-modules. The module structure on the right-hand side uses the bomorphism:

H*(G xG;k) = H'(G;k) ® H'(G;k) and the respective H*{G; fc)-module structure on

H*{G; Mi) and the trivial structure on the remaining factor.

Proof from the Kunneth formula, one obtains the general tensor product formula
for Bxt-groups. Namely, let J4J be augmented commutative Jt-algebras, and let Mi and Ni
be Ai-modules for i = 1,2, respectively. Then Mi<8M3 and NX®N2 are Ai®^2-modules
in the usual manner.

From the Kunneth formula (MacLane [M| or Cartan-Eilenberg [CE|) one obtains:

with Y^ indicating direct sum. This is a graded module isomorphism with respect to
Ext"Ai9At(k, fc)-action, using the isomorphism: Ext'Al9Al(k,k) =* Ext'Al(k,k) ®
ExfAi (k, k) and the natural action of Ext'A.(k, k) on ExtA .{Mi, Nt) and the trivial action
on the remaining factor. Let At = kG so that 4i ® A2 = i[G x C], Now use the
isomorphism Ext^G{k, M.) = H"(G; Mi) to obtain the desired result.

We are interested in computing H"(G\M) and H"(G x G;M <S JV). Consider
the diagonal subgroup S{G) = {(g, g) : g e G} C G x G, and the exact sequence 0 ->

S(Gyi '•-,' A(G) —f 0 which splits Bince G is p-elementary Abelian. (For p = odd, we
may choose A(G) to be the anti-diagonal subgroup, for example, A(G) = {(g, g'1) :

geG}<zGxG). At any rate, G xG ^ S{G) xA{G). Consider the Hochschield-Lyndon-
Serre spectral sequence with coefficients in a module T : E%3(T) = iF(A(G); H3(S(G)\ T)

which converges to the associated graded module corresponding to H"{G xG;T), E%"{T)

is a module over E? {k). In particular, £>*(T) are modules over H' (S(G); k) for all r > 2.

Consider the situation where r = M®JVsfc©J1 , with F ^ (fcG)'. Then:

; H°(S(G); k) G> k*), j = 0;
^ ) ) , j > 0.

The contribution /T*(A(G); t ' ) as a direct summand of E%°(T) consists of
/P(£(G);*)-torsion elements, because Hm(f{G);F) is torsion over H'{S(G);k), and its



annihilaioi ideal consists of all positive-dimensional elements. Therefore, modulo
H'(S{G);K)-tonion, E%'(T) a £%'{k). Hence, E£'(T) S£ E£(k) modulo torsion. Since
the differentials in E?'(k) are all lero, we conclude that the same is true about E?'[T)
(by comparison of spectral sequences, for instance). Hence, modulo H*(6(G); fc)-torsion,
H'{G x G;T) = H'(G x G\ k). We summarize these in the following. For simplicity, let
H'{G; fc) = tf* (G) and H'{G x G : k) = H'(G x G) etc.

Lemma 3.3 Let / € H'[6[O)) be any positive-dimensional homogeneous element
which is not a zero divisor, and regard / as an element of H"(G x G) via the isomorphism
H'(GxG) a H'(6(G))®H'{A(G)). Then localisation with respect to the multiplicative
subset generated by / satisfies: (H'(G x G; T) ®Ht[Gxa) H'{G))l = H'{a)l- TIIUB,
{(H'{G- M) ®fc H'(G; N)) ®n-{GXc) #*(<?))/ 2 H'(G]f.

Proof FVom the preceding discussion, we have a graded H'(G x G)/-isomorphism:
H'{GxG]T)f ^H'{GxG;k)f. Therefore, H'(G;M) ®k H'{G\N))r =* H"[GxG)f.
Consider the diagonal fc-algebra homomorphism:

H'(G x G)

ff-(G)®#-(G)
o® b

f H'(S(G))

a-b

where a-b indicates the group cohomology cup-product. This corresponds to the diagonal
embedding if we restrict to the reduced graded rings. Passing to Proj, we have d : PJJ —•
PJJ Xfc PJ. If we choose / to be a two-dimensional polynomial algebra-generator of
H'(G), then H'(G)f ® H"(G)f -> H'{G)j corresponds to A% — A% xk A% which is also
the diagonal embedding. We are interested in the pull-back of H'[G X G; T) along the
diagonal (the localiied version). Thus: H"(G x G; T)j ®H'{GXG)/ #*(<?)/ =
H'i.GxG)f®H-{axa)tH'(G)f = H-{G),. Therefore, H'{GxG;T)®H.{cxo)H'{G))f S
H'(G)j, from which the desired assertion follows.

•

Lemma 3.4 In the above situation, we have the .ff*(G)/-isomorphism:

: H'{G; M)r 9 = H*(G)}.

Proof For a graded fc-algebra R, consider the diagram consisting of "the diagonal*
and "projections":
fi^flSfi-^-tfiwithpifr) = r®l, pa(j) = 1®«, and d(r<8$) = rs. Given ^-modules X

and JV, we have {M®kM)®R«RR-=* <r{plM®R9Rp'2H). That is, {M®R(R<SR))8R9R
{M®X(R®R))<8R<JSRR= (X®fc^)®R«^fi- This is seen by checking that the assignment

( Q ® ^ ) » 1 satisfies various linearity properties of tensor products

and induces an isomorphism (see Grothendieck-Dieudonn^ EGAI |GD) also for further
details). Here, we choose R = H'{G)h M = E*(G; M)}, M = H"{G\ N)f and apply the
previous Lemma to conclude that ((H'(G;M)®H*(G; JV))®H-(GxC) H*(G))f S H'[G)f

implies H'{G; M)r ®H-(G)J H'{G;N)t a H'(G),.

ftom the above Lemmas, we conclude that H"(G; M)j is a free ff*(G)/-module
of rank one. First consider the case p = 2, where H*(G) is a polynomial algebra over k,
and the formula (7) of Lemma 3.4 above shows that the rank of the torsion-free quotient
of H"{G\ M) over H'(G) is one. This follows by passing to the quotient field of ff*(G) in
7 (which is isomorphic to k(tB, ti,..., tn)). Let r = torsion submodule of H*(G; M), and
proceed to show that r vanishes. To see this, let b e H'(G\ N) be such that
AnnH^Gf[b) •= 0. Such elements exist because of 7 above. Let i £ r , and observe that
a ® b goes to lero in every localization, because H"(G)/ is free. Hence, o ® 6 must be
lero. Since AnnH.^^(b) — 0, it follows that AnnH-ya)(a) = (H*(G})+ ~ the ideal of
positive-dimensional elements. Since H'[G\ M) is Noetherian over H"[G), r is a finitely
generated #"(G)-module. Applying the above arguments to the generators a € T, we
conclude that T is finite-dimensional over fc, hence bounded as a graded module. Choose
m > 0, and consider M' = HmM. Then 7,ri(G;Af) 3 # i+m(G;Af) for all i, so that
H"{G\ M') a H"(G; M)(m). (In the geometric context of 2.1, this is equivalent to twisting
the associated coherent sheaf by 0x(m)). In this case, H" (G; M') will be torsion-free, and
we repeat the above arguments using UmM instead of M. Notice that fl'"M (8 fTmJV 3
M®N®Frte = k&Free, so that fimM is also invertible in the Green ring. Now, a torsion-
free rank one module is locally free of rank one (see Hartshome [H] or Grothendieck-
Dieudonae1 |GD]). Hence the coherent sheaf $(M)~ over F£ corresponding to H'{G;M)
is invertible (i.e. associated to a line bundle). At this point, Theorem 2.1 applies, and
*(M)" = 0x{l) for some I € TL. Therefore, H'{G\M) s H"(G}(t) from which we
conclude that M S I)'(ft) ffi [kG}1 and this proves the main theorem for p = 2.

For the case p = 1 (mod 2) we modify the arguments as follows. Consider the
isomorphism H'(G) H k[to,...,tn\ ®A[uo,..., un | where, U € H2{G) and * € H1{G),
A = exterior algebra. Let J be the radical of H*{G) and HG = k[ta,...,tn] 3 H"{G)/J.
Use the superscript "red* to denote reduced rings and reduced modules. That is,
H'{G\ M)"d = H"(G;M)/J • H'(G;M) as a module over HG = H'{G)jJ = H'{G)"d.
Let / £ Ha be non-iero and consider the reduced version of formula f in Lemma 3.4:
H'(G; M)Jd ® H'{G; N)'fd & H*{G)yJ s (/fc)/. Since HG = fc[t0, - , t»] , the previous
argument applies to this reduced situation. Therefore, H*{G\ M)""* is locally free of rank
one over HQ. Choose a cohomology class <p : fi'Af —> k with the following properties:

(i) I is chosen such that (i/'(G; M)reti)" = 0^(1).

(ii) <p induces an isomorphism H'{G; nlMyd =*• H"{G; fc)"J. Let 0 — K -* OeM -^ Jt —



0 be exact. We claim that dimkH*(G\ K) < co, i.e. K has a finite cohomological dimen-
sion. Since kG is a local ring, a well-known argument of D.S. Rim [R] (see also [CE]
and [Bn]) says that K is kG-hee. This would result in the splitting of the above short
exact sequence, and the desired conclusion follows. To prove the claim, consider quite
generally, any ff*(G; fc)-module W and the decreasing filtration by J'W with J°W = W.
This filtration stops after finitely many steps (here n + 1 steps). For i > Q,J'W/Ji+1W
is always finite dimensional. For i = 0, if we show that dimkW/JW < oo,(so that we
do not have any infinite dimensional factors), then it would follow that dimkW < oo.
Consideration of the cohomology long exact sequence associated to the above short exact
sequence implies that dimk(H'{G;K)/JH'[G; K)) < oo. Letting W = H*{G; K) in the
above, we conclude that H* (G; K) is bounded, so that K is JfcG-free. Therefore, the above
short exact sequence splits, and M es tl~t{k)BFret, as desired. This concludes the proof
of the theorem.

•

We specialize to endoHxivial modules, and get a different proof of Dade's Theo-

Theorem 3.5

Let G be a p—elementary Abelian group, and let M be a fcG-module which is
endo-trivial, i.e. Endk(M) is stably fcG-isomorphic to k. Then for some I e E, M is
stably fcG-isomorphic to a Heller module Ql(k).

Remark 3.6 It appears that Dade'g method does not apply to prove 3.1. The char-
act erii at ion of modules over Abelian p-groups reduces to the case of elementary Abelian
p-groups, so that the above theorems may be stated for Abelian p-groups.
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